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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Scope of the deliverable
The BEYOND project focuses on the participation of all stakeholders in relation to the energy
communities based on local energy market approach. BEYOND project investigates different
market designs for the integration of local energy market into central electricity market and
blockchain appears as an enabler technology to design business models for the integration of
local energy and flexibility markets based on Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and aggregated trading.
Alongside, existing and emerging regulatory framework facilitating local energy trading will also
be evaluated. BEYOND will demonstrate and validate local market designs in pilot sites across
three different countries (Austria, Norway, Ireland).
The purpose of this deliverable is to provide a specification for the development of each pilot site
in the BEYOND project. It includes requirements of hardware, software and ICT to build the
interface between the technologies in the test sites.
The rest of the chapter 1 presents a summary of use cases for each pilot sites. The chapter 2 is the
focal chapter and is organized into three sub-chapters, each for separate pilot site. Each subchapter provides a brief summary of the demo site followed by overall architecture consisting of
electrical grid architecture (if applicable) and ICT infrastructure. It also presents hardware and data
requirements to carry out the study. The following sections of each sub-chapter enumerate a set
of key performance indicators (KPIs) to monitor and validate the goals and results of each pilot
site along with current regulatory arrangements in each countries hosting pilot site. Concluding
remarks are presented in chapter 3.

1.2 BEYOND use cases for the Pilot/Demo sites
1.2.1 Ireland
The objectives of the Irish pilot include study and assessment of real-life data for the most
promising regulatory framework that are currently being approved and implemented by several
European countries. With the pilot’s results, it will be possible to kick off consultations and propose
best practices to different stakeholders, including the Irish DSO, ESB Networks and the local
regulatory authority, Commission for Regulation of Utilities. To do so, the platform will be tested
considering the already existing generation and storage technologies within the Dingle peninsula.
Additionally, the pilot also ensures the creation of an energy community management platform,
able to manage peer-to-peer transactions in a many-to-many set-up, as well as calculating savings
that will be awarded to consumers in the form of discounts.
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1.2.2 Norway
The Norwegian pilot aims to explore a framework in which demand response is conducted over
an extended time frame and under uncertainty (forecast uncertainty, uncertainty of renewable
generation, uncertainty of behavior of other market participants).
The goal of the pilot is to develop a robust framework that adheres to the current legal framework
within the Norwegian and Scandinavian system but is also competitive to changes in such.

1.2.3 Austria
In Austria, three different use cases are considered located at different demonstration sites. Use
case 1 is implemented in the municipality of Großschönau in the north of Waldviertel in Lower
Austria. It investigates the impact of introducing a distance-dependent pricing scheme to the LEM.
Its objective is to increase local consumption of renewable electricity production.
Use case 2 is implemented in six municipalities in the north of Weinviertel in Lower Austria forming
a climate and energy model region. Here, the effects of a distance-dependent grid tariff on the
operation of a LEM and the willingness to pay for local energy in terms of the energy price are
examined. The objective is to increase local consumption of renewable electricity production.
Use case 3 considers a demonstration site in Klagenfurt consisting of five to ten small and medium
enterprises. It focuses on the investment of additional RES and potentially other flexible
technologies like batteries, heat pumps or electric vehicles on site. Here, the impact of introducing
a LEM on the optimal investments in RES is investigated. The objective is to increase distributed
renewable electricity production and to maximize local consumption.
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2. Pilot sites identification of requirements
2.1 Demo in Norway- Svartlamon case
2.1.1 Descriptions of Norway pilot
The pilot, located in the community Svartlamon in Trondheim, Norway, aims to conduct a beforethe-meter study on real user interaction with simulated renewable loads. The focus will be on
consumers’ abilities, consistency and patterns when conducting demand shifting in response to
an online market platform. In order to focus on scalability and a high TRL, the study will use
existing smart meter infrastructure and thus no behind-the-meter installations or additional
measurement devices which would either not comply with Norwegian legislature or require
additional cost and involvement by the users. Instead, an online solution capable of fast rollout
and scaling beyond the pilot demonstration has been chosen to be implemented.

2.1.2 Overall architecture
The pilot consists of a number of around 20 households located in proximity. Albeit participants
not being in the same distribution grid, users are located close enough to experience similar
weather and temperature, which will affect consumption through e.g. heating devices (operated
mostly electrical in Norway). The local market is conducted as a simulation game, played between
the participants aiming to optimally schedule their demands against a simulated load. Figure 1
illustrates the overall architecture of the Norwegian pilot.
To do so, the users will be separated into two groups and receive updates on changes in
generation in different frequency, whereas in the study their reaction to new received information
(in form of email updates) will be checked for.

Figure 1: Overall architecture of Norwegian pilot
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2.1.3 ICT architecture
Data processing
Once received the data through the Elhub platform, FlexiDAO products store data behind an
PostgreSQL, a highly performant and scalable database. The database can be deployed with
different strategies depending both on the technical and legal requirements of the application.
Also, both private and contractual data stored in the database can be notarized in the Blockchain
in a GDPR compliant way.
Interface with API documentation and ability to trigger API calls will be provided according to
OAS3 standard Additionally, the Customer can download all the data stored in the database in
CSV or Excel format, filtering the available data per different variables. This data comes from the
same optimized sources as the rest of the application uses, so performance is guaranteed.
The software has a built-in option to periodically dump all the relevant data and send it to a
desired SFTP server of (independent) third-party service that stores that data.
Data Tokenization
After receiving the data from any of the sources described in Data collection
Non-settlement data is stored behind an encrypted database (PostgreSQL db hosted on Amazon
Relational Database Service (RDS) with data encryption provided by Amazon Web Services) and
notarized to the blockchain. This approach allows for ex-post data rectifications.
Settlement data is recorded straight on blockchain - i.e. tokenization - according to the Ethereum
standard (ERC-1888) specifically for the tokenization of energy metering data. Recording data on
blockchain is effectively a transaction which is submitted to the network and it then needs to be
validated by one of the validator nodes. FlexiDAO proposes to use the EW Blockchain provided
by the Energy Web Foundation (more information in Compatible blockchain technology &
networks ).
Security
Data will be managed according to the highest security industry standard and the guidelines on
Blockchain and GDPR released by the European Blockchain Observatory and Forum in October
2018. The overall system will work in the following way:
Sensitive customer and generation metadata (e.g. name, location, organization, etc.) is stored offchain, safely hidden in the private database. Each user and plant is identified by a digital identity,
which is effectively a smart contract that contains the hashing of the information stored off-chain.
Generation and consumption data is sent to the blockchain together with the public address of
the smart contract that holds the hashed information of the user/plant (unique digital fingerprint
of the metadata stored in the database). In order to guarantee maximum security and
anonymization, the system will also make full use of data obfuscation, encryption and aggregation
techniques and couple a random string of data to the hashing (this technique is called salting) to
6

make it impossible to be guessed. Therefore, it will be virtually impossible for any other node
(participant) of the EW Blockchain to understand from which company the data comes from.

2.1.4 System and Input Requirements
Data characteristics retrieved from the Norwegian smart meter platform Elhub
Grid companies have the task of submitting all metering values for electricity consumption,
electricity production and exchange to Elhub by 7:00 am, the following morning. Elhub forwards
the metering values to relevant balance suppliers, third parties and end users by 9:00 am, the
same morning.
Elhub has also been given the responsibility for reporting consumption and production to NECS,
which is Statnett’s register for certificates and guarantees of origin. Production is reported daily,
while consumption subject to quotas is reported quarterly.

Elhub data has the following characteristics:



Granularity -> 1-Hour
Availability -> D+1

Data characteristics required by FlexiDAO
The following characteristics apply for both non-settlement and settlement data. If settlement
data is available on hourly/daily basis through the country’s data hub non-settlement data will
not be needed (such in the case of Norway). Otherwise, non-settlement data will be used until
settlement data can be collected
Data characterstics are defined according to the following variables:






Frequency (resolution): It depends on the required certification granularity. For hourly
matching and accounting, at least hourly resolution is needed. More granular data reduces
errors.
Availability: time interval between the physical power delivery and data provider making
metering data available. FlexiDAO can deal with any availability time interval defined by the
data provider (seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks) for both non-settlement and settlement
data
Data format:
o Ideal format: accumulated meter readings with time stamp, not increments
 Example accumulated readings: (09h00;120kWh;ID)-(09h15;150kWh;ID)(09h30;170kWh;ID)-…
 Example increments: (09h00;0kWh;ID)-(09h15;30kWh;ID)-(09h30;20kWh;ID)-…
o Other formats are accepted without problems
o FlexiDAO will need to receive the specifications of the format (e.g. unit measure, active
vs reactive, etc.)
7

Exemplary ideal scenario (both production and consumption):




Frequency: hourly
Availability: d+1 (1 day after physical power delivery)
Format: accumulated meter reading

2.1.5 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
As the demo site focuses on behavioral analysis, so do the developed KPIs. These are the following:
-

measurement: User involvement, KPI: data platform usage (per consumer and day)
measurement: Impact, KPI: load shift based on prices (per consumer and 15-minutes
interval)
measurement: Long term behavior, KPI: behavioral consistency in other KPIs (per consumer
and entire study duration)
measurement: User reaction to information, KPI: adjustment based on information
supplied to user (long term behavior associated with user group)
measurement: Changes in behavior compared to pre-local trading, KPI: comparison
analysis of smart meter time series before and after demo begin

optional additional analysis:
-

-

measurement: qualitative insights, KPI: user survey and interviews after conduction of
study with a focus on assessment of data security and user suggestions for future platform
features
user response to time-of-use rates (if the demo will include an experiment with such)

2.1.6 Regulatory aspects
Current Norwegian legislature doesn't allow for behind-the-meter connections and installations
[1]. As a result, the proposed demo aims to show if it is possible to not only motivate Norwegian
consumers to participate in local markets but also aims to demonstrate that the current
legislative setup still allows for increasing local renewable consumption.
The regulatory hurdles to be overcome are the following:
-

Complete and transparent report of data collection to the Norwegian center for research
data (NSD)
Registration of local market providers as an accredited as a trusted third party in
Norways Elhub smart meter system
Agreement with individual demo site participants
Ensuring data protection, confidentiality and deletion of data post-study
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2.2 Demo in Ireland-Dingle case
2.2.1 Descriptions of Irish pilot
The pilot site is situated in the Dingle peninsula in the southwest of Ireland. Irish distribution
system operator, ESB Networks, is working towards building Dingle as a smart energy community.
As part of the process, ESB Networks is undergoing development of various trials to observe the
deployment and implementation of a range of new technologies to evaluate their capability to
support the development of a smart, resilient, low-carbon electricity system. This effort involves
collaboration with local communities to understand the role that consumers have to play in
enabling the active energy citizen and the operation of Local Energy Communities, and in
adopting of renewable technologies.
The Irish pilot has involvement of twenty homes which are equipped with 10 kWh/3.3 kW peak
lithium-ion batteries. Out of those 20 smart homes, 9 homes are acting as prosumers with their
rooftop PV facilities. Figure 2 illustrates power flow among assets located inside participants’
premise and their grid connection.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of pro-/consumer's assets and grid connection in Irish pilot

2.2.2 Overall architecture
The Irish pilot is planned to set-up the local energy communities in simulation based on the reallife data acquired from pilot site. Pro-/consumers have smart meters installed and measures
relevant energy related parameters and an in-house sensor system records the production,
consumption and battery charging/discharging separately for each individual pro-/consumers,
which are collected in a cloud database. Upon the retrieved data from database, at first, different
regulatory frameworks will be assessed to find out the optimal one.
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In the follow-up stage, the pilot will be run on the most promising regulatory framework identified
on the previous stage. In this stage, different matching strategies (defined by priorities,
preferences by consumers, grid topology etc.) will be tested to evaluate whether consumers feel
incentivized to passively shift and adapt their loads and consumption patterns in order to receive
a higher economic saving at the end of the month. There may be iterative approach involved in
both stages to modulate number of parameters of the regulatory framework based on the results
found in follow-up stage.

2.2.3 Network architecture
The pilot site is part of the locality where the Irish distribution system operator (DSO) is working
extensively on the development of Smart Energy Community. The locality is supplied by the two
secondary substations (MV/LV substations) connected to a 38 kV medium voltage grid. The pilot
site is located under one of these substation having 10KV feeder with overhead network. All of
the twenty pro-/consumers are located under the same 10 KV feeder. However, the pro/consumers’ homes are connected with mostly single-phase and three-phase lines supplied
through 10KV/0.4 KV distribution transformers serving residential loads. Out of 20 pro/consumers, 15 of them are dispersed across the 10KV network served through separate
distribution transformers. Rest of the pro-/consumers are located in the 10KV network in two
clusters with each of the clusters is supplied by single distribution transformer.

2.2.4 ICT architecture
Data processing
Once the data received from database, FlexiDAO products store data behind an PostgreSQL, a
highly performant and scalable database. The database can be deployed with different strategies
depending both on the technical and legal requirements of the application. Also, both private and
contractual data stored in the database can be notarized in the Blockchain in a GDPR compliant
way.
Interface with API documentation and ability to trigger API calls will be provided according to
OAS3 standard. Additionally, the customer can download all the data stored in the database in
CSV or Excel format, filtering the available data per different variables. This data comes from the
same optimized sources as the rest of the application uses, so performance is guaranteed.
The software has a built-in option to periodically dump all the relevant data and send it to a
desired SFTP server of (independent) third-party service that stores that data.
Data Tokenization
After receiving the data from any of the sources described in Data collection
Non-settlement data is stored behind an encrypted database (PostgreSQL db hosted on Amazon
Relational Database Service (RDS) with data encryption provided by Amazon Web Services) and
notarized to the blockchain. This approach allows for ex-post data rectifications.
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Settlement data is recorded straight on blockchain - i.e. tokenization - according to the Ethereum
standard (ERC-1888) specifically for the tokenization of energy metering data. Recording data on
blockchain is effectively a transaction which is submitted to the network and it then needs to be
validated by one of the validator nodes. FlexiDAO proposes to use the EW Blockchain provided
by the Energy Web Foundation (more information in Compatible blockchain technology &
networks ).
Security
Data will be managed according to the highest security industry standard and the guidelines on
Blockchain and GDPR released by the European Blockchain Observatory and Forum in October
2018. The overall system will work in the following way:
Sensitive customer and generation metadata (e.g. name, location, organization, etc.) is stored offchain, safely hidden in the private database. Each user and plant is identified by a digital identity,
which is effectively a smart contract that contains the hashing of the information stored off-chain.
Generation and consumption data is sent to the blockchain together with the public address of
the smart contract that holds the hashed information of the user/plant (unique digital fingerprint
of the metadata stored in the database). In order to guarantee maximum security and
anonymization, the system will also make full use of data obfuscation, encryption and aggregation
techniques and couple a random string of data to the hashing (this technique is called salting) to
make it impossible to be guessed. Therefore, it will be virtually impossible for any other node
(participant) of the EW Blockchain to understand from which company the data comes from.

2.2.5 System and Input Requirements
Data characteristics of Irish pilot
The real-life data which will be utilized in the Irish pilot site is received
installed
at
each
participant’s house and records the solar PV production (incase participant has solar roof-top PV),
consumption and battery charging/discharging separately for each individual pro-/consumers
which is collected in a cloud database. All the relevant measurements are recorded on one-minute
granularity and units of the measurements are in power (Watts). Energy production and
consumption can be calculated based on the assumption of power level is flat throughout the
time interval. Each measurement is time-stamped with time zone.
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Figure 3: System architecture of Irish pilot

However, considering the trend of time granularity of electricity market and increase in
computation speed, averaging process is performed on the retrieved dataset to convert the
dataset to 15-minutes resolution from 1-minute resolution of the actual measurements. This 15minute resolution data will be used in the simulated platform.
Data characteristics required by FlexiDAO
The following characteristics apply for both non-settlement and settlement data. If settlement
data is available on hourly/daily basis through the country’s data hub non-settlement data will
not be needed. Otherwise, non-settlement data will be used until settlement data can be collected.
Data characteristics are defined according to the following variables:






Frequency (resolution): It depends on the required certification granularity. For hourly
matching and accounting, at least hourly resolution is needed. More granular data reduces
errors.
Availability: time interval between the physical power delivery and data provider making
metering data available. FlexiDAO can deal with any availability time interval defined by the
data provider (seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks) for both non-settlement and settlement
data
Data format:
o Ideal format: accumulated meter readings with time stamp, not increments
 Example accumulated readings: (09h00;120kWh;ID)-(09h15;150kWh;ID)(09h30;170kWh;ID)-…
 Example increments: (09h00;0kWh;ID)-(09h15;30kWh;ID)-(09h30;20kWh;ID)-…
o Other formats are accepted without problems
o FlexiDAO will need to receive the specifications of the format (e.g. unit measure, active
vs reactive, etc.)
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Exemplary ideal scenario (both production and consumption):




Frequency: hourly
Availability: d+1 (1 day after physical power delivery)
Format: accumulated meter reading
Figure 3 presents the overall system architecture for Irish pilot in a simplified way demonstrating
how different system components are interacting with each other.

2.2.6 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
For the Irish pilot, the KPIs presented in this report are preliminary and will be further revised,
discussed throughout the implementation of pilot and finally will be calculated in the WP 5.1 of
the BEYOND project. Initial KPIs for the Irish demo are as follows:





Economic savings under different matching algorithms. This will facilitate to identify key
features of the optimal regulatory framework.
Percentage of self-sufficiency of the local energy community in terms of local consumption
of local generation
Reduction of 𝐶𝑂2 emission enabled by collective self-consumption.
Amount of block-chain enabled transactions.

2.2.7 Regulatory aspects
At the time of preparing the report, Commission for Regulation of Utilities is undergoing a
consultation process to draw up a regulatory framework convenient for energy communities [2].
The consultation process envisages a framework which outlines facilitation of energy sharing and
trading among participating members of the community. The framework will be in accordance
with the electricity directive [3] and renewables directive [4] under EU clean energy package [5].
Current legislation does not allow electricity consumers in LV residential network to engage in
energy sharing and trading. Therefore, the study to be conducted in the Irish pilot will facilitate
the understanding of impact of different regulatory aspects on local market, it’s participants and
other stakeholders, e.g. DSO.
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2.3 Demo in Austria
2.3.1 Descriptions of Austrian pilots
The Austrian pilot is divided into three demos: Use case 1 is implemented in the Sonnenplatz
demo in Großschönau, use case 2 is demonstrated in the climate and energy model region Retz
and use case 3 considers small and medium enterprises in Klagenfurt.

Figure 4: Austrian use cases considered in the BEYOND project.

Demo Sonnenplatz
One Austrian pilot of BEYOND project is located in the municipality Großschönau. In this demo
region, the project aims to demonstrate local market designs and also to provide insights on
coupling energy carriers based on district heating. The main objective is to increase local
electricity consumption by implementing a distance-dependent price scheme (more expensive for
other substations). It is expected that this implementation helps to increase local RES consumption
and gain insights into the interdependence of LEC grid tariffs.
Großschönau is a town in Lower Austria in the region Waldviertel. The town has about 1.200
inhabitants and consists of 13 villages within an area of 41.97 m². The sea level of Großschönau is
681m.
The municipality Großschönau represents a rural area in Central Europe, without connection to
higher traffic infrastructure and without a significant amount of industrial activity. The majority of
buildings in the municipality are residential buildings, small commercial objects (farms, craftsmen,
14

local services like a shop, a bank, doctors, restaurants, accommodations, etc.) as well as
municipality objects (community office, building yard, school, kindergarden, etc.). The Municipality
Großschönau and its inhabitants share already a long history of community engagement in
sustainable projects to strengthen the region and its local economy. Sonnenplatz Großschönau
plays a central role in these projects as a research and innovation centre, as well as information
and education hub through courses and their permanent exhibition “Sonnenwelt”. Therefore, a
high level of knowledge and interest in the project outcomes can be expected from community
members.
The stakeholders involved and their relationship are:
-

Sonnenplatz Großschönau Team as coordinator of the Austrian Pilot 1 and single point of
contact to the local stakeholders

-

Municipality Großschönau as owner of the municipal buildings connected to the
substation

-

Entrepreneurs as owners of the commercial buildings connected to the substation

-

Residents as the owners of their related buildings connected to the substation

-

Utility Company owning the substation

The sub pilot aims to - (1) focus on DSO substation (increased local consumption) and (2) energy
prices dependent on the distance between prosumer and consumer (comparison on grid-,
geographical- and district distance). This increases the consumption of locally produced energy
while simultaneously reducing the costs for both, prosumers and consumers. It is expected to
increase the local RES consumption and research on the interdependences of LEC grid tariffs.
Demo eFriends
Use Case 2 considers a LEM in the climate and energy model region Retzer Land (KEM Retz) [6]
investigating the impact of distance-based grid tariffs on the trades and costs of the market
participants. The KEM Retz consists of six municipalities located in a rural region in Weinviertel in
the north of Lower Austria. In total, it covers an area of 257 km² with a population of around
11000.
For the demonstration in the BEYOND project, 30 customers are acquired that are participating in
the LEM. Participants can be consumers, prosumers, and producers in the form municipality plants.
A prosumer share of at least 25% is aimed for. The LEM participants are equipped with the eFriends
system consisting of a smart meter and communication technology that establishes peer-to-peer
connections and enables them to trade energy in real-time. If local energy cannot be met by the
LEM, the remaining energy is procured from eFriends at their end user tariff. Conversely, excess
local production that cannot be sold in the LEM, is purchased by eFriends at the end user feed-in
tariff.
Within the BEYOND project a distance-based grid tariff is introduced for the participating end
users and the effects on LEM trades and end user cost are investigated. Different concepts are
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considered for the distance-based grid tariff. In a first step, the distance is based on the number
of network levels involved in the trade, as described in section 2.3.6. This means that trades within
the same low voltage network branch are charged a smaller grid tariff than trades involving the
medium voltage network. Purchases from outside the LEM are charged the highest grid tariff. In
the next step, grid tariffs based on the network distance or air distance in km are considered.
The energy price for LEM trades can be adjusted accordingly in a way that both the consumer and
the producer are rewarded the same monetary benefit from local grid tariff reductions. In the
demo the willingness of participants to pay a higher energy price for local electricity with a
reduced grid tariff is investigated. It is expected that the distance-based grid tariff provides
incentives for the customers to consume locally produced electricity or electricity produced
nearby and that the total cost for electricity procurement are reduced for participating end users.
Demo Best Connect
The Demo Best Connect is located in the city of Klagenfurt in southern Austria. This demo site
includes 5 – 10 small & medium enterprises (SMEs) with already installed PV systems or potential
space for such a system. This small-scale demo site acts as proof of concept for investigating
investigating the priorities, expectations and wishes for entering into a contract between the
SMEs, which can subsequently be scaled to about 20 – 50 SMEs located all over Austria. The
stakeholders involved in the demo are all partners of the best connect community. An overview
of use case 3 is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Overview of use case 3. Source: Google maps, accessed on 27.10.2020
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This demo site proves the advantages and novel opportunities that come with a so-called smart
grid. The main objective is to optimize a portfolio of investments based on different technologies
(PV, BESS, EV, charging stations (external)) by considering different grid levels in order to increase
the local energy consumption and reduce the energy costs for all participants. The required data
acquisition to conduct these portfolio optimizations is ongoing and first data sets from the
customers of best connect have already been acquired.
A questionnaire was developed in order to efficiently survey the different needs and
perspectives of the various end-users and to integrate these kinds of variations and influences in
the virtual demo implementation in Klagenfurt. The questionnaire will be sent to 10.000+ SME´s
all over Austria, thus covering a broad spectrum of requirements and perceptions.

2.3.2 Network architecture
The information on the network architecture is available at different levels of detail for the three
Austrian use cases.
Demo Sonnenplatz
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the grid infrastructure of the Austrian Use Case 1. There are five
substations within the municipality. A further substation is located in the village called Thaures.
Transformer substation 1 has been selected as Pilot for BEYOND project.

Figure 6: Overview of the grid infrastructure for the Austrian Use Case 1
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Figure 7: Chart of Substations of Austrian Pilot 1

There are 41 residential, commercial and municipal buildings connected to the selected substation
as shown in Figure 8. From the commercial and municipal buildings three prosumers are known.
The number of prosumers of the residential buildings will be determined within the first stage of
the BEYOND project.

Figure 8: Chart of Substations of Austrian Pilot 1

Transformer substation is about 250 kVA and supplies a 400 V network. Prosumers have
photovoltaic installations: 5.4 kW, 9.99 kW, and 25 kW.
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Demo eFriends
All consumers and prosumers considered in this use case are connected on the low voltage grid
level 7 (400 V).
Demo Best Connect
The connections will be mainly on grid level 7 (400 V), optionally a SME might be connected on
grid level 5/6 (10 kV).

2.3.3 ICT architecture
This section involves technical requirement will include the specification of hardware, software
and ICT to wholly implement functionalities planned in the use cases for the test site along with
data requirement.
Each household using eFriends as technical partner will receive the following pieces of hardware:






Energy meter: a 3-phase meter, able to measure voltage, current, and power individually;
also attached is a RFM module able to communicate with devices outside the electricity
closet (which usually has an iron-door unable to let through WiFi signals)
Data collector (“Cube”): SoC (System-on-a-Chip) computer is attached with RFM module
to collect the readings from the meter. Data collector performs data processing,
aggregation, and storing. It is connected using customers’ internet connection.
Futhermore, it sets up peer-to peer (P2P) connection with other individual customers and
trades energy on a 10-second interval.
Watch: Simple visualization display, showing the customer its current consumption /
production and amount of energy from its personal community members.

Figure 9: Overview on the system architecture
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Backend-wise a server infrastructure, based on microservices and data storage will be hosted by
eFriends. These services are running as docker containers, allowing scalability and redundancy.
Figure 9 shows a simplified overview on the system architecture. Backend services are mostly
defined as microservice embedded in docker containers. There are public APIs used by the
measuring hardware to connect to the backend and send and store data; Also, there are internal
services for data aggregation and device management and storage of customer relationship data.

Figure 10: Communication between eFriends Cubes

Each eFriends Cube is connected using LAN port to the internet. In order to communicate with
other cubes (to share energy balances and perform individual energy trading). In order to do
that, a user datagram protocol (UDP) connection is initially created to the Rendez-vous server.
The server then uses “UDP hole punching” methodology to allow direct connections between
the individual participants. This is illustrated in Figure 10.

2.3.4 System and Input Requirements
As SoC (System-on-a-Chip) system, we use the previous-generation Raspberry Pi (model 3B+) as
a base. It’s processing power is sufficient for these tasks and newer generation (model 4) is having
issues with cooling and won’t support our RFM module attached, as it needs a vent or cooling
body. With these devices in the field, we are able to shift load “to the edge”, meaning that most
of the tasks are performed “in the field” and only aggregated data is sent to the backend.
Therefore, the requirement for the backend server is minimalistic to run multiple docker
containers.
The backend server is a linux system with 16GB of memory, 4 cores. Similar configuration for the
database server, storage will be measured and increased on demand.
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2.3.5 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
For the Austrian Demo Cases Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) will be defined as well. This work
is carried out in the recently started WP5 within Task 5.1. The KPIs will target customer revenue
related parameters such as:





benefits of achievable local consumption increases,
benefits of local grid tariffs,
savings due to optimal sizing of RES portfolios
as well as intangible benefits (e.g. consumption of own generated electricity, feeling of
local belonging in the community, knowledge increase in RES technologies, etc.)

The resulting KPI related benefits (based on measured consumption and generation data,
simulation as well as customer survey results) will be compared to observed implementation cost
(e.g. for installed equipment as well as operational cost) for both, a baseline scenario (no BEYOND
solution implemented) as well as a scenario with implemented BEYOND solutions. Thus, prospects
of future business models can be evaluated. As the KPI definition and adaption process is still
ongoing, the final KPI settings as well as related economic results will be presented in Deliverable
5.1.

2.3.6 Regulatory aspects
The draft bill for renewable extension EAG by the Austrian Federal Ministry for Climate Action,
Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology provides a legal basis for energy
communities [7]. Energy communities have the right to produce renewable energy and consume,
store or sell it. Furthermore, they can be active in the area of aggregation and provide other energy
services. Members of energy communities can be natural persons, municipalities, legal entities
under public law or small and medium enterprises.
The main objective of energy communities must not be financial profits. Instead, it has to provide
ecological, social or economic benefits to its members. Furthermore, its members must have the
free choice of their energy supplier and the membership in multiple energy communities is
possible. Renewable energy produced by the community can either be allocated with a fixed static
key among its members or dynamically. In the context of the BEYOND project, the LEM would
determine the dynamic allocation. Members of energy communities must be equipped with a
smart meter. If no smart meter is available, it has to be installed by the DSO within two weeks.
The members of energy communities have to be connected to the same low-voltage or mediumvoltage branch of a single distribution system operator. The usage of network levels 1-4 for trades
within an energy community is not feasible. Consumers are charged a reduced energy component
of the grid tariff for trades within the community. For transmission within the same mediumvoltage network branch the cost associated with network levels 1-4 is subtracted from the grid
tariff. Similarly, for trades within network level 7 the cost related to network levels 1-6 is neglected.
Furthermore, for the power component of the grid tariff, only the maximal consumption of energy
procured from outside the community is considered.
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3. Conclusion
This document presents the technical specifications and concept to be tested out in each of the
pilots defined in BEYOND. Each pilot addresses a dedicated subset of the use cases specified for
the project. The exploration of the selected use-cases will be carried out together with an extensive
and diverse number of end-users and professional business partners. The exploration of selected
use cases has been carried out in the deliverable to define the implementation plans for the
validation activities in each pilot. The requirements and the developments responsibilities for each
demo were set and an implementation plan has also been designed according to the needs of
each pilot.
The Irish use cases are aimed at testing different components of regulatory framework on local
electricity market to find out an optimal framework and it will be followed by evaluating different
matching strategies (defined by priorities, preferences by consumers, grid topology etc.) to
incentivize consumers to passively shift and adapt their loads and consumption patterns in order
to receive a higher economic savings. The results will be useful for the ongoing consultation
process on energy communities taking place in Ireland.
The Norwegian pilot presents a non-invasive approach for establishing a local market solely in the
cyber space. Due to the country-wide rollout of smart meters, the insights from the case study are
directly transferable to potential market solutions. Thus, the case study can be used as a basis for
potential commercial applications under current legislature. Extended by discussion and insights
from the other pilot projects, this case study can also be used as a foundation for future local
markets with grid interaction in Norway in case of future changes in legislation.
The Austrian use cases focus on different aspects related to local energy markets. The first demo
investigates options of pricing schemes for trades among market participants and the effects on
the load on transformer stations. In the second demo, grid tariff designs providing incentives for
local matching of trades within energy communities are analysed. The third demo investigates
optimal investments for distributed renewable production and flexibility options in the context of
energy communities of small and medium enterprises. Together, these use cases can provide
valuable insights for future local energy markets in terms of economic, technological and
regulatory aspects.
The following deliverables in WP3 and WP4 will include definition of all the tools to be developed
to validate the concept of local energy markets in each demo and define in more detail all the
requirements for its implementation.
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